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Hollow cathode plasma discharge technology has several engineering and industrial applications. To further
enhance these applications, information on plasma characteristics (such as its axial distribution inside the hollow
cathode cavity) is essential. This work determines the axial distributions of electron temperature and density
inside said cavity by inserting a triple probe. The temperature and density inside the hollow cathode cavity were
approximately 4 eV and −1017 m−3, respectively. It was also confirmed that the plasma existed over almost the
inside the cathode cavity and the electron temperature increased and the electron density decreased rapidly in the
region near the anode.
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Hollow cathode plasma discharge (HCPD) is a variant
of glow discharge technology. In HCPD, several secondary
electrons are generated in a widely spread cathode sheath
placed inside the hollow cathode cavity. The reciprocating
motion of these electrons, when surrounded by a negative
potential, lead to a dramatic rise in plasma ionization. As
a result, the density and brightness of the plasma in glow
discharge can be very high [1–3].

For these reasons, HCPD technology has been ap-
plied not only to various plasma and charged particle
sources [4–7], but also to high-brightness plasma light
sources [8–10] and high-speed plasma switches [11, 12].
Recently, it has also been incorporated into electric propul-
sion sources [13, 14]. Considering the application to new
fields, it is thought that it may be possible to apply it to the
plasma window [15, 16], which is an atmosphere-vacuum
interface. To further develop its applications, it is impor-
tant to know more about its discharge characteristics —
such as the distribution of its parameters inside the hollow
cathode cavity — which have not been well-understood.
This paper bridges this gap in knowledge by determining
the axial distribution of plasma parameters within the hol-
low cathode in a typical HCPD.

In this experiment, the mesh is applied to the an-
ode in consideration of the application of the HCPD to a
charged particle source or plasma source. Figure 1 shows
the schematic diagram of the hollow cathode and the mesh
anode in our experiment. The hollow cathode is made of
molybdenum, with an inner diameter and length of 10 and
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Fig. 1 Position of the experimental device.

40 mm, respectively (Section I). Built into the end of the
hollow cathode and on the opposite side of the anode is a
narrow space with an inner diameter and length of 6 and
10 mm, respectively (Section II). An insulator is inserted
between the hollow cathode and the mesh anode. The mesh
anode is constructed from stainless steel, with a wire di-
ameter of 0.1 mm and a porosity of 36.76%. The distance
between the mesh anode and the hollow cathode is 5 mm.

In the experiment, the HCPD is formed by applying
a high voltage between the cathode and anode via a sta-
tionary power supply. The gas used for the experiment is
air. The discharge current and interelectrode voltage are
measured and a triple probe is used to measure the temper-
ature and density in and around the hollow cathode cav-
ity. The reason for choosing a triple probe is that it must
be able to be used in suspension to prevent damage to the
electrodes due to the discharge between the hollow cath-
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Fig. 2 Axial distribution of electron temperature.

ode and the probe, and also to measure the electron tem-
perature and electron density quickly. When measuring
plasma parameters with a triple probe, the electron veloc-
ity distribution function must be Maxwellian. It is known
that some plasmas, such as weakly ionized plasmas and
RF plasmas, do not have Maxwellian velocity distribution
functions [17,18]. Since the HCPD is a DC discharge, and
the plasma produced is considered to have no strong oscil-
lations or waves and no low density, we assumed that the
velocity distribution of electrons is Maxwellian.

The triple probe was cylindrical, with all parts (except
the tip) covered with a ceramic tube with a diameter 4 mm.
The probe was made of tungsten, with a tip diameter of
0.8 mm, a length of 2 mm, and a distance of 1.4 mm. Mea-
surements with the triple probe were taken on the central
axis of the hollow cathode (dash-dotted line in Fig. 1). The
position of the cathode was taken as the origin of the z-axis,
while the cathode facing the anode was taken as the pos-
itive z-direction as shown in Fig. 1. Measurements were
taken at points ranging from 0 to −80 mm in the side of the
hollow cathode (Sections I and II) and from 5 to 25 mm in
the side of the mesh anode (Section III). Electron temper-
ature and density were measured at each point for 200 ms,
with a sampling time of 5 µs.

The conditions of the HCPD in this experiment are
described as follows: for a discharge current of 50 mA and
an anode-to-cathode voltage of approximately 430 V, the
power input to the hollow cathode plasma was estimated to
be 21.2 W. The experimental device itself was at a pressure
of 250 Pa. The ion mass required for the calculation of the
electron density was set to 14, which is the value of the
dissociated nitrogen ion.

Figures 2 and 3 show the axial distributions of electron
temperature and density in and around the hollow cathode
plasma, with the horizontal axes indicating position along
the z direction and standard deviations at each measure-
ment point shown by error bars. From both results, the
existence of plasma was confirmed throughout the hollow
cathode (Section I). The electron temperature of plasma,
at its most stable state, was approximately 4 eV, while the
electron density was roughly 1017 m−3.

Electron density inside the hollow cathode cavity

Fig. 3 Axial distribution of electron density.

peaked at around z = −10 mm (Section I); the phenomena
of cathode glow and Faraday dark space can be observed
around this peak. Because of the short distance between
the hollow cathode and mesh anode, a positive column is
hardly formed in this discharge. Therefore, the electron
density decreases rapidly on moving towards the anode and
reaches zero at the anode; this decrease in electron density
was accompanied by an increase in electron temperature.

The hollow cathode used in this experiment had a
hole opposite to the anode, as shown in Fig. 1 (Section II);
plasma leakage was observed from this hole. Between
positions of −40 to −50 mm in the z direction, electron
density decreased sharply, while electron temperature in-
creased more gradually. Low-density plasma was also
found to exist outside the hollow cathode cavity.

Plasma of very low density alone was found to ex-
ist outside the mesh anode (Section III). This can be ex-
plained by the absence of an electric field in this space, due
to which charged particles cannot gain energy to ionize the
neutral gas molecules.

In this study, the distribution of plasma parameters
(namely temperature and density) inside a hollow cath-
ode cavity in an HCPD device was investigated. Plasma
was confirmed to exist in the entire space inside the cav-
ity and its parameters, when stabilized were 4 eV and
around 1017 m−3, respectively. It was also confirmed that
the plasma existed over almost the inside the cathode cav-
ity and the electron temperature increased and the elec-
tron density decreased rapidly in the region near the anode.
Low-density plasma also existed outside the hollow cath-
ode cavity opposite to the anode. In addition, plasma of
very low density alone was found to exist outside the mesh
anode opposite to the hollow cathode. A limitation of this
study, however, is that the influences of probe-insertion on
plasma characteristics has not been accounted for; future
works in this field could include this in their scope.
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